
Minutes of the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group Meeting 

May 28th 2015 

 

Present: 

Jack Cranfield, Mark Evans, Katherine Matthews, Ken Jordan, Dennis Matthews, Don Cranfield 

 

1. Minutes  of the last meeting on 23/04/2015 were agreed and Parish findings and State of the 

Parish documents handed around. 

 

2. Matters Arising 

KJ apologised for not sending around summary of party manifestos but it was agreed they are now 

not relevant. 

 James Garside is willing to come along in late June on a thursday evening and it was agreed 

 we will ask clerk along to meetings once we have a permanent one. 

        

       3.  St George's day fete feedback. 
            We handed out quite a few leaflets and have gained more email addresses of people who are                        

            interested in helping out with the plan. 

 

       4.   Annual Parish Meeting 29/05/2015   
             7.30pm start-7pm drinks. JC to give brief presentation on the N. Plan and invite people to                               

              help. JC to bring copies of leaflets. 

       

       5.   Grant 
             DC- we need to discuss this with J Garside when he comes in 

             ME- and provide a list of questions for him. 

 

       6.  Hastoe Housing Association Plumpton 
            DC-Are eco friendly, with solar panels etc but do stand out. Thay are filled mostly with      

            Plumpton people. 

            ME- a question we can ask J Garside is what restriction can be placed on occupation re 

            allocating to local people? Parish council had little or no part in the project. Of the 14 units 

            most were for rent. 

            ME- can we also ask JG if the N.Plan is a material consideration? 

            DM-it is a material consideration but it depends how much weight they give it though. 

         

       7.  Dates for upcoming meetings. 
            Next meeting on 18th June or 9th July. DC to ask J Garside and see which he can make. 

            Then 23rd July- Housing initial meeting. 

            Then possibly 20th August. 

         

        8. Dates for visiting speakers 
            See above. Also as regards Newick P.C, KE has received an email saying they cant help and 

            referring us to Lewes DC. 

 

         9. AOB 
           DC we need to publicise meetings more in future 

           DM-the 2009 Parish survey, do we have a copy of the original survey? DM to have a look    

           through the website. 

           KE- we could ask J Garside what a good survey would cover. 

           KE- the question of Task Groups will be raised at the meeting tomorrow and on the next 

           agenda. 


